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Piaggio introduce the
sportiest Vespa yet, while
turning the clock back even
further visually. So just how
desirable is the Vespa S?
We take it for a spin around
seaside high society

BACK TO SQUARE ONES
I

TALY HAS ALWAYS BEEN KNOWN
for being different. Sure, the country is
shaped like a knee-length boot and that
pretty much carries into everything Italians do.
It’s all unique: pizza, pasta, Pagani – they
always do it differently. Everything you need is
there, but it’s always presented in such an
exquisite manner; your mind relates it to art.
Then there’s what they do with two wheels.
From track-sharpened sports bikes to big
touring motorcycles and little scooters, they
have it all. As far as that last bit goes, you gotta
love Vespa, one of the biggest Italian icons on
two wheels. No, you can’t take a Vespa around
the Nürburgring in six minutes and 47
seconds; the Italians have another thing to
accomplish that. What a Vespa does is do it in
style. Yes, it’s a scooter. Yes, all the ones we
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have here sport the same 125-cc engine. And,
apart from its big cousin, the Aprilia SRV850,
everyone else in the market at present is less
powerful, and, dare we say, not as stylish.
That’s where the Vespa S comes in like a
personified exclamation mark to the company’s
statement. It has become the third model in the
company’s line-up in India. One look at the
meticulous attention to detail and the quality of
parts, and it’s obvious what they had in mind.
The S harks back to early years. The square
headlamp and mirrors are unlike the LX or the
VX and are immediately distinctive. There are
many other functional and cosmetic changes
too, all in the name of being sporty, which, by
the way, it is!
The bike we received was a bright shade
of what seems like traditional Italian ‘arancio’.

The hot orange was definitely turning
every head on the road as it rolled in style,
down the posh Bandstand promenade in
Mumbai. Adding to the drama was a young,
dynamic individual driving a German luxury
SUV whose head-turn was accompanied by
the lowering of sunglasses. I was a bit startled
at first, but then realised it was the Vespa S
getting all of the attention. Such was its road
presence and distinct identity. And it’s not
looks alone either.
The 125-cc, three-valve single continues to
do duty with its 10 PS and 10.6 Nm. The
performance characteristics are akin to those of
the VX; not surprising, since it borrows a lot of
mechanicals from it, including the front disc
brake and tubeless tyres. The ride is as good as
that on any Vespa and the red-spring
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VESPA S 125

S 125 badge takes pride of place. Notice the
red spring at the rear too

Redesigned console now sports a black
finish with red lettering

Stop and stare: 200mm front disc with a
sporty red spring spice things up

NEED TO KNOW
VESPA S 125
Engine
Power
Torque
Gears
Brakes
Tyres
Price

White contrast piping on the black seat
looks sharp, but there’s no pillion grab-rail!

125cc, three-valve, single cylinder
10.06 PS @ 7500 RPM
10.6 Nm @ 6000 RPM
CVT automatic transmission
200mm disc (F), 140mm drum (R)
Tubeless, 90/90-10
Rs 82,000 (OTR, Pune)

Lockable storage compartment has been
replaced by twin pockets and a folding hook

Fair and Square: Headlamp and mirrors
really turn the clock back in style

suspension was more than capable of
handling the vaguely cobbled internal roads.
The seat with contrast piping is quite a
design touch, but the absence of a rear grabrail was a ponder. Vespa offer it as an
accessory, though.
At Rs 82,000 (OTR, Pune), the
Vespa S is quite expensive. Vespa claim a
fuel efficiency figure of over 60 km to the
litre, but in the real world, you will get about
80 per cent of that figure. Either way, you
buy the S for the style, for how it makes you
feel: whoever does, will appreciate
everything about it.
GEARCHECK
Rider
Jim Gorde
Helmet Fastrack
Jacket DSG Nero
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Denim
Gloves
Boots

Wrangler
DSG Nitro
XPD X-Ultra
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